the literature (Li et al., 2007; Wang and Frost, 1991) . Shown in the middle panel are the RFs of two Imc neurons, in yellow and blue, respectively. Left: As in (D). Middle: S1 activates both Imc neurons, and so does S2. Right: Resulting patterns of inhibition in the OTid space map; green = yellow + blue; large swaths of space are left without inhibition (white region in right panel, corresponds to intersection of the two RFs). Specifically, neither stimulus is suppressed by the other even though the two stimuli are well separated in elevation (shown here to be approximately 80° apart), preventing stimulus selection. In fact, with such elongated RFs, stimulus selection cannot be solved for any the elevational-pairs that lie in the intersection region of the elongated Imc RFs −approximately 40% of the total number of elevational-pairs at this azimuth. Large, vertically elongated Imc RFs, therefore, are unable to support spatial selection in the OTid across all elevational locations. This is an apparent paradox in terms of Imc-OT function because the OTid is known to solve selection, including when stimuli are < 10° apart in azimuth or elevation (Lovejoy and Krauzlis, 2010; Mysore et al., 2010 Mysore et al., , 2011 Rizzolatti et al., 1974) , with Imc driving this global competitive selection (Mysore and Knudsen, 2013) . Figure 1C vs. the distance of that data point from other points that have higher local density (δ). (For the point with highest local density, δ is conventionally taken as the maximum distance of the point from all other points). Points that have both high local density (large ρ value) and that are far away from other points of high local density (large δ value) are potential cluster centers; Red and blue points in this example. Red point corresponds to the center of top cluster, and blue point, the center of lower cluster shown in Figure 1D . (D-F) Same as (C), but for RFs in Figures 1F, S2A and S2B respectively. (G) Effect of sampling resolution and neuronal noise on detection of optimal number of lobes in the data. (Left) The simulated single-lobed 2D RF used for the Monte-Carlo analysis in Figure 1J (STAR Methods). Shown are mean firing rates at different locations. (Right) Plot of the RF obtained when it is re-simulated after adding noise (Fano-factor = 30), and sampled with step-sizes = 5˚ in azimuth and elevation. This sampled RF was identified as having two lobes by our analysis pipeline (conversion to distribution of points on plane, density peak clustering, followed by gap statistic model selection), which is incorrect because the true underlying RF was singlelobed. This illustrates how noisy neural responses may lead to the erroneous conclusion that a single-lobed RF is multilobed. th and 95 th percentile of the data; HMW: Half-max width.) In contrast, the elevational half-max-widths of individual RF lobes range from the same lower limit to different upper limits for single-, two-, and three-lobed RFs: the tallest single-lobed RFs are taller than the tallest two-lobed RFs, which are in turn taller than the tallest threelobed RFs. (Right insets in grey: histograms of elevational half-max-widths obtained by projecting data onto the yaxis). This result is consistent with the limited extent of encoded elevational space: as the number of lobes in the RF increases, the maximum possible size of the lobes is smaller. (K) Comparison of the total elevational extent of single-, two-, and three-lobed RFs. Total elevational extent of an RF calculated as the sum of the elevational halfmax-widths of all lobes of that RF. These data show that total RF height is not a constant across single, two-, and three-lobed RFs. Rather, there are very small as well as very large single-and two-lobed RFs, and three-lobed RFs are larger than most (75% of) single-lobed RFs. Figure 4C) . Right: Stimuli pair represented as a row vector u for the optimization problem. (E) The product X T u T results in a vector of length N x 1 whose j th element equals the number of locations that activate model neuron j. For instance, neuron #2 is activated by both S a and S b . So, the second element of the vector X T u T is 2. (F) The product (X-1)X T u T results in a vector of length Lx1 whose j th element equals the net inhibition sent by the Imc population to location j when the stimuli are presented at locations indicated by vector u. 1 is a matrix, the same size as X with all ones. For instance, the inhibition sent to location b is -1 (by Imc neuron #3). So the second element of (X-1)X T u T is -1. Figure 4B ; same conventions as in Figure 4B ). For each permutation, there is at least one pair of nearby neurons that encode distant locations (indicated by blue box). . Neurons are numbered from 1 to 20 (rows), locations are denoted by alphabets (a to t; columns). Black indicates the locations at which each neuron is active. The RF of a given neuron (row) can be read out by looking at the black pixels along that row; the neurons activated by a stimulus at a particular location (column) can be read out by looking at the black pixels along that column. It is evident that each stimulus at a particular location (column) is encoded by a functionally 'local' group of neurons from the ordered set. For instance, stimulus at location p (indicated by red arrow) is encoded by neurons 15, 16, and 17 (indicated in red). Stated equivalently, each neuron encodes only for nearby locations (for instance, row #8). In addition, stimuli at 'nearby' locations (for instance, p and q, indicated by red and blue arrows, respectively) are always encoded by 'nearby' neurons (15,16,17; and 16,17,18, respectively) . These features hold true in this canonical ordering of the neurons, in which the RFs cover systematically locations (feature-values) from one end to the other in space (feature space), and this canonical ordering is always possible for such single-lobed RFs. . It is evident that not every stimulus location (column) can be encoded by a functionally 'local' group of neurons from the set. For instance, stimulus at location p (indicated by red arrow) is encoded by distant neurons 2 and 14 (indicated in red). Stated equivalently, each neuron does not only encode for nearby locations, rather, it can encode for arbitrarily distant ones (for instance, row #8). In addition, 'nearby' locations cannot always be encoded by 'nearby' neurons. For instance, p and q, indicated by red and blue arrows, respectively, are encoded by widely distributed neurons across the population (2,14; and 8,12, respectively) . These features are illustrated here for one particular ordering of the neurons: in order to facilitate comparison with (A), neurons have been numbered such that lower numbers correspond to neurons for which at least one RF lobe occurs earlier than the RF lobes of neurons with a higher number. However, these features hold true no matter the ordering of the neurons, in other words, there is no ordering of the neurons such that 'nearby' feature values are encoded only by 'nearby' neurons (see also Figure 5E , 
